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Art of Record Production Conference 2016 Aalborg, Denmark
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Grateful thanks to Matt Parkin and his team at the Royal College of Music, London
Jamming in the 3rd room
The chosen pieces were unknown to the bass player and drummer.
Gareth Dylan Smith in the RCM, London playing with Zack Moir and Ewan Gibson in Edinburgh Napier University
WebRTC-based Source Connect Now connecting a quartet session in Edinburgh with producer Steve Craddock in London.
The last mile – Edinburgh, Gigabit City

- Layer 2
- VPLS
- Dante
- Ravenna
- LOLA
- Ultragrid
- MVTP
- WebRTC: Source Connect
  iDTL
Lonely hearts:

Edinburgh academics WLTM like-minded performers
And researchers for a meaningful long-distance relationship.
Must have GSOH, must not be local.
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